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Considar the sufferers from the 'material possessions 

disease'. . .. t first one car, a black-and-white television and a 

weatherboard house seem to be a family's 'basic requirer.flents' for 

happiness. But, encouraged by neighbours, advertising and the general 

consumer ethos, the same family will soon pursue the next set of 

goals - two cars, a colour television, a brick house, a swimming 

pool and just around the corner is the desire for a caravan, a house 

in the country, and so on and' so on. In any other than a consumer 

society. this kind of obsession would be regarded as neurotic. and 

yet for many people in our society there are no more worthwhile 

topics of conversation than money, buying and owning. /\nother 

example showing the insatiability of false needs can be seen in the 

world arms race. It can be argued that the genuine need for peace 

and security is twisted and reapiJears as the neej for more anJ n'ore 

armaments. The build-up of arms makes peoiJle feel more insecure 

and threatened which accelerates the arms race and so on. The genuine 

need remains unfulfilled and the false neej created is insatiable • 

..:·~tlart from recognising that false neeJs can be distinguishej 

by their lack of relation to moral goods. by the fact that they prevent 

the fulfilm.ent of real neeJs and that they are insatiable, there is not 

much which can be Jone to ensure that false needs are always recognised. 
I , 

~UI we can do is admit, as I have argued. that a certain amount of 

social channelling of individual needs is legitimate so long as the 

individual is still free to seek the fulfilment of his needs in alternative 

ways. If, for instance. society fails to recoJnise rr~an's need for 
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~reative work and the only way in which the bare essentials of lile 

can be obtained is by boring anJ senseless druJgery, thell this 'need' 

is no genuine need but a false neet.! imposed by the employer, corclor-

ation, government or business concern. \\ hen the social organization 

provides as n~any avenues as possible for the fullilment of human needs, 

for the crea tive development of n.en, then these new neels can be seen 

as development, not retrogression. Progress will always bring new 

forms of need fulfilment. But when these new form s become distorted 

and contribute towards the exploitation rather than the help ot men. 

they are not real needs. We can only stop and consider whether the 

activities in which we are engage..! or are force..! to engage, are 

really contributing towards a freer, more fulfilling lile lor man, 

or whether they are contributing to man's suppression and ex::>loitation. 

'\\-e can never be sure that we reach the correct conclusion. Pertlaps 

rhe best we can hope for is to separate the black from the white and 

make sorroe reasonable attempts at distinguishing shades of grey: 

\"e are not always sure which food is healthy anj 
which is not, yet we do not conclude that we have 
no way whatsoever of recognising poison. {; 

Having attempted to 'narrow down' the concept of genuine 

human neeJs, I should like to look more closely at the claims that 

human needs are related to moral goods, that needs are social and 

that human beings share certain basic neels. 

9 Erich Fromm, Fear of FreeJom, p.229 
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Human .:-JeeJs and IV~oral Goods 

The accounts of needs given by Marx and Fromm, as joes 

my own, de pend on a shareJ belief in the values of socie ty and in 

moral goods such as happiness, sanity. creative activity. :nJividuality. 

and so on. 

I wish now to look more closely at the ways in which need 

fulIiln~ent is related to social values. There is, first of all. an 

historical link between the fulfilment of needs and the setting up of 

groups: 

Individuals have always and in all circumstances 
'starteti out from therr.selves.' but since they were 
not unique in the sense of not needing any connections 
with one another. and since their needs, consequently 
their nature and the method of satisfying their needs. 
connected them with one another •.• they had to enter 
into relations with one another. 10 

In fact the idea of a conununity or society established to work 

against all the needs of all of its rnember~ is contrajictory since a 

large part of our conception of 'con"munity' or 'society' is of a group 

structure set up for the mutual benefit of individual members. If a 

society ceased to fulfil sufficient of the needs of its members, if the 

internal contraJic tions became too strong, it woulj Jisintegra teo 

l"iarx claimej that in an ideal society the needs of the inJiviJual 

10 1':.. Marx and F. ~ngels. The German IJeology, 
lJp. 493-494. 
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would be identiCieJ with the nea.;is or the group. 11 Certainly. a 

society which does take account ot needs is the best sort ot sOciet3' • 

.:. social situation provides opportunities lor the diversification and 

fulfilment ot needs which do not exist tor an individual in isolation. 

By living with others, the individual is not Unlited to his own resources 

available in the group situation. In comm unity with others, the 

inJividual has the means lIot cultivating his gifts in all dIrections ... 12 

For instance, there will be ma~ diverse resources avallable tor 

satisfying the need for intellectual development in a social setUng -

books. fUms, dIscussions, lectures, libraries, and so on. 

~low it might be objected tbat tbere are individuals who choose 

to live in isolation. ''''bat ot the monk or hermit who Uves a lile 

ot solitude and meditation, ha,ng almost no contact with other human 

beings? _I wouid not want to argue that a person like this must be_ 

insane (as Fromm's thesis seems to entaU) nor that he is even unhappy. 

RaUler, it seems to me, his devel0tlment as a person is one-sided. 

He may indeed be fulfilling his need tor a trame of orientation and 

devotion (c/ f FromlIl). But by not mixing with or attempting to 

relate to other people he is not 'cultivating his gifts In all directions". 

There Is part of bis nature, associated with tbe need to r-elate to other 

people, which is not developing. 

11 There are problems with this. :\8 1 suggestad 
in Chapter One, .Marx does not pay enough attention 
to the question of social 'deviants'. 

12 
A. Marx and F. Engels, The German Ideolop. 

p. 93. 
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\l e n _ ight cor!i.l)are the solitary monk or herr.lit to a blinJ n--.an. 

The latter may develop soma senses - hearing and touch, for exan.ple 

- to a high degree, but be unable to use or develop his sense of sight. 

The individual who lives a life of solitude is likewise limited in respect 

of fulfilling his needs and developing his abilities to relate to others. 

Complete development and fulfilment of an ever developing complex 

of needs is not possible in isolation. (Later, I shall briefly look at 

the arglUllent that man is anti-social in that he has needs to behave 

aggressively towards his fellows. ) 

A situation where relationships are determined by real needs 

will be IT, utually beneficial to society as a whole and to the individuals 

who comprise it. 

The society itself will run more efficiently when the individuals 

.- who comprise it identify its aims and its activities as their own. 

I do not mean by this anything like what Hegel meant when he talkeJ 

of the individual recognising the Etate's aims as his own. _~ society 

in which alienation is at least limiteu will be more progressive and 

will function better than one which exists by 3xploitation. :\ society 

which exploits the individual and suppresses or ignores or wrongly 

channels his neelis constantly runs the risk of breaking down. This 

is a pragmatic consideration. For the simple smooth and progressive 

functioning of a SOCiety to be realised, the society must be one in 

which the basic needs of its injividual members are fulfilled. 

Given that I have argued that neeJs are social, to what extent 

does the society in which individuals live detern:,.ine the kinds of 

I 
.I , 
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nee.js they have"! If needs '10 ,Jiller from social group to social 

group, how call it be arguej that there are basic neeJs shar:-eJ by 

the ~iew Guinea head-hunter and the i'-merican bank manager~ 

It seems to me that Fromm's list of basic neeJs is general 

enough to be a descrl;>tion 01 the needs of all men. However, this 

does not mean that individuals in a particular society Jo not have 

particular needs which are deternlineJ by the form of social organ-

ization under wbich they1ive. What, then, is the relationship 

between basic needs and the various social oeeds? 

~~s we bave seen, Fromm argues that there are five needs 

basic to man' 3 existence: 

(1) the necessit3 to relate to other human beings 

(u) the need to transcend existence 

(Ui) the need to have roots 

(tv) the need tor sell-identity' 

(v) the need for a trame ot orientation 

Theae needs are manitested in human behaviour and activity 

irrespective ot historical or social factors. In the normally function-

ing (sane) human being, basic needs, like physical needs. result In 

cODstantly repeated patterns of behaviour. This pattern consists in 

t seeking' or 'avoiding' bebaviour. Failure to fulfll these needs will 

lead him to seek to restore the balance. It thi. constant chain ot 

imbalance -+ balance ~ Imbalance, is broken then the individual wUl 
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be drastically al tered. 13 

..:..ny hur:~3.n being who is coping. in even a n- 1n1mal sense. with 

his relatedness to his environment and to other human beIngs would 

be subject to these needs. I am not prepared to say that Fromm' 9 

description or man'!I basic needs is tinal and exhaustive but rather 

that there seems to be no reason why any species should not exhibit 

characteristics which It shares in common and which distinguish 

it trom other animals. The degree of accuracy or sharpness one 

can achieve in making generalizations about human nature Is of 

couree low, but it seems to me that Fromm's description 01 human 

needs forms a plausible and workable basis for an analysts ot human 

nature. l ntH examples can be adduced which show human behaviour 

at a ~articular time or place as irrelevant
14 

to one or more of the 

basic needs, it seems r.easonable to use his account as a working ._ 

model. ,,;f\Y counter example would have to show that the need in 

question did not exist, not that it was Wllulfllled. since Fromm would 

argue that not only does the Individual become insane it these needs 

'are not fullUled but that a society which begins to hinder the fulfilment 

of basic needs can tenJ towards Insani 17. 

13 The foregoing ~int is taken largely from llubil\ 
Gotesky. Personality: The Nee;llor Liberty and Rights, 
~"lew York: Libra. 19tJ7), p.54, altaougb the auth3r makes 
the point regarding all needs. 

14 'Irrelevant', since situations where needs would still 
be relevant to an analysis 01 behaviour can be different. 
We may find acknowledgement of tbese needs and a conscious 
striving to fulfil the Deeds altbough they are not consciously 
felt, acknowledgement and a conscious ligating a,alnst and 
suppression of needs or an unconscious suppression at them. 

"I' 
!1:1 
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But as well as these basic needs, there are particular soc ial 

needs shaped by particular economic, political, social and rellgious 

factors. All genuine social needs refer back to basic needs. For 

instance, all men may share the need Cor a frame at orientation 

and yet this might be manitested in the need to partiCipate in cere-

monies of worship of the sun or in the search to find the answer to 

problems 01 existence in terms of human potential (which plays a 

large part in the writings of Marx and Marxistsi. 

Each of us may have a diflerent set of particular oaeds depeacJ-

101 on which social factors atfect us most. Social rebels may find 

rullilment 01 their basic needs through rejection of tbe more common 

socially patterned needs and the acceptance ot a ditlerent set. The 

social needs of each of us may diller but we all have needs, which 

come from basic needs. We may, tor instance. ignore or suppress "-

-
the need to relate to a particular person but in almost every case 

disastrous consequences would follow from a failure to relate to 

1~ 
any other person. 

Social needs will' change as the social factors which shape- them 

change. Depressions, wars, revolutions will drastically alter almost 

all 01 the determining factors, and basic nee:js wUl be channelled into 

dUterent sets ot particular needs. 

15 ,-.. lthougb as I have .,ointed out {Chapter Two, 
page 89 J, voluntary lack ot lullilnlent of a need 
should be jistinguished lronl in.poseU lack of 
fulfilment. 
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Perhaps what I mean by aninlal neeJs, basic needs anu 

socially dependent needs coulJ best be explaineJ by an analogy. 

Deprive a tree ot one or its life requiren~ents, for example -

water, ani'.1 it will die. Cut oft a large and substantial branch and 

this will severely affect its functioning. But cut off a small branch. 

one 01 the nlany growing from a main branch and the tree wUl not 

be allected since it can SOOB produce others. 

In the foreioing. I bave stressed the point that needs are 

social and relate to moral good8. Tbis idea 1. central to the account .. 

of needs given by Marx and Fromm. I now wish to look: briefiy at a 

view which contradicts this idea. 

Needs and · ... Sgression 

It has been claimed tbat man bas needs connected with innate 

drives wbich are fulfilled by aggressive. competitive and territorial 

behaviour. The strongest argunlents i.n support of this riew have 

been put by Robert. ';.rdrey and Konrad Lorenz. Both writers attempt 

to explain modern man's bebaviour by reference to evoluUonary drives 

and both argue that man. like other members of the animal kingdom. 

Is Innately aggresslva. :\rdrey links this aggresston wUh another 

part of mants nature - his territorial drive. 

Since it is .Ardrey who links his theories on aggression and 

territory with a theory of needs. let us look In further detail at what 

he has to say. 

AccoNing to :\rdrey mania aggre.slve and territorial drives 

, I 

I 
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make war inevitable. War is in fact the best way of satisfying man's 

"basic needs of a psychological order"f6 which he has in common 

with all higher and many lower animals. These are the needs for 

identity. stimulation and security. Fromm would agree that these 

are basic needs. They are also compatible with Marx's account of 

needs. But that's as far as the agreement would go. Ardrey's 

description of the way in which these needs are fulfilled is extra-

ordinary: 

As far as the Deed for identity goes: 

War provides the ultimate identifIY in the eyes of a 
maximum number •••• Rank satisfies identifIY for all 
• •• a thousand satisfying pigeon-holes. All are ident
ifications which the anon.rmity of civilian life can less 
successfully provide. 17 

And stimulation? 

The stimulation of warfare is the most powerful produced 
ever in the history of the species. The night from boredom 
has never been presented with such maximum satisfactions 
for maximum numbers. No philosopher, viewing the 
horrors of war through the astigmatic lenses of the pleasure
paiD principle. can grasp the attraction which war presents 
to civilized men. •• In all the rich catalogue of human 
hypocrisy it is difficult to find anythi~ to compare with ••• 
the belief that people do not like war. 

Finally there is the need for security. The rewards are 
equivalent. The predator fights for a net gain in security, 
whether in loot. land. slaves. or the confusion of enemies. 
The defender, on the other hand, fights to conserve security ••• 18 

16 Robert Ardrey, The Territorial Imperative, 
(London: Collins, reprinted 196'7), p.170. 

17 
~., p.335. 

18 
Robert Ardrey, Ope cit., pp.335-335. 
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Let us look at the basis and assumptions on which the 

accounts rest: 

Homo sapiens and other animals 

Firstly there is the whole question of whether or not it is 

legi tim ate for Lorenz and Ardrey to draw the conclusions they do 

on the basis of analogies between animal and human behaviour. Some 

of the comparisons made are incredible: 

All the culturally evolved norms of 'fair fighting' 
from primitive chivalry to the Geneva Convention, 
are functionally analogous to phylogenetically ritual-
ised combat in animals. 19 -

Confronted with present-day China. the United States 
and the Soviet Union occasionally seem to f~.el as 'we'. 
The same phenomenon. which incidentally has some of 
the earmarks of war, can be studied in the roll-cackle 
ceremony of greylag geese. 20 

Even the impossibility of socialism can be easily demonstrated: 

After almost half a century the experiment with scientific 
socialism. •• finds itself today at the mercy of an evolut
ionary fact of life: that man is a territorial animal. 21 

But aside from noting the sweeping and often unsubstantiated 

comparisons, there are two important pOints to be noted. FirsUy. 

unlike other animal watchers (Jane Van Lawick-Goodall. for example). 

Lorenz and Ardrey spent much time observing animals in captivity. 

19 Konrad Lorenz. On Aggression, (London: Methuen. 
reprinted, 19'74). p.241. 

20 
Konrad Lorenz. Ope cit., p.162. 

21 
Robert Ardrey. Ope cit.. p.116. 

. 1 

w·"" .. 
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I~ is not at all dear that anin:als ket,t unjer the~e con,jitions behall"e 

in the same way as animals in their natural state. ~econjly. the 

territorial drives attributeJ to anin-:aLs anJ man by :'\r.irey are 

found in only some animals: 

••• territorality occurs only in higher animals such 
as the vertebrates and antbropo::Js anJ even then in a 
very spotty fashion. 22 

.<\ Iso, In moving on to his claim that man is a territorial animal, 

Ardrey· s arguments are ot a ~plcally poor standard: 

• •• it may come to U8 as the strange st or thoughts 
that the bond between a man and the soil he walks 
on 8houl~ be more powerful thaa bis bond with the 
woman he slee!,8 with. Even so, in a rough. prelim
inary way (! ) we may test the supposition with a 
single que stion: How many men bave you known ot, 
1n your lifetinle, who dieJ lor their country'? .'\nd 
how many for a woman? 23 

24 
:\s Erich Fromm :,oints out. neither T .orenz nor Ardrey Is 

a student of man in a scientific sense. :\1' 1rey is a playwright whoae 

colourtul, emotive language may be well suited to the stage but not to 

a scientUic work requiring caution anJ precision. The view 'of human 

beings' ~l.rdrey presents is both unsophisticate.J anJ uninformed. Compare 

wbat he has to say about love with what others from Freud to Fromm 

have said: 

22 J. P. Scott. "That Old-Time Aggression". La Man 
anJ ,'ggression. e~. 1\1. F • .-\shley Montaiu. (~ew 'fork: 
Ol,;p. 19i8). p.5f3. 

23 Robert ~\rdrey, .:>p. cit.. pp. Q-7. Won;en Jo not 
really figure as part of mankind in ·\rJrey's book. 
Their function is to stay on the sidelines, occasionally 
breeding. whilst man. the real actors on lile's stage. 
light to protect them anil their other territorial possessions. 

24 
~ee :!!rich Fromm. The :,natomy of Iiwnan :)e3truct-

1" __ . _ . _ _ _ t _..... Y ~ \ . 9':1 _____ ... ~ _-.. __ ~_&_'" .n.,~\ 

.•. .., 
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In its ideal form, love also satisties all three needs. 
It provi.ies identity, that illtens~ recogni~i()n in the 
eyes ot a loved one that there is no one quite like 

-ones~lf. It proviJas stimulation, in the love of adults 
through the slam ot the heart. the tensions ot deslre 
and the consumn~ations or the bed. ~i.nd it provides 
security to varying degrees in the varying probabilities 
that the satisfactions of today will be the satisfactions 

- of tomorrow. 25 

Lorenz is given to sentiment and to anthropomorphising about 

animals. Generalising about human behaviour. Lorenz draws on 

anecdotes concerning his family and friends. From observations of 

the behaviour of East Indian yellow cichlids. Brazilian mother-of-pearl 

fish. of Lorenz's maiden aunt and of Lorenz's tellow prisoners of war, 

he conclude s: 

From this it will be clear that the damming up of 
aggression will be more Jangerous. the better the 
members of the group know, understand ana like 
eacn oilier. 25 

Lorenz and Ardrey ignore the possibility of there being distinct 

human qualities which diUerentiate man from other animals. It was 

these qualities wbicb Marx was at pains to point out in distinguishing 

buman from animal labour. The same distinction is important to 

Fromm's account of basic needs wbicb sbows the specifically bmnan 

qualities of reason, sell-awareness and Imagination. Lorenz and 

Ardrey also ignore any contribution made by Freud. and psycbo-

analytic theories in general, in providing alternate or additional 

explanation for human behaviour. 

25 Robert Ardrey, Ope cit.. pp.33'1-338. 

25 
Konrad Lorenz, Ope cit.. p.45. 
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Innate Aggression 

Even if the method of argument leaves a lot to be desired. 

even if the moves from fish and birds to human -beings are 

assumed instead of shown. might not Lorenz and Ardrey be 

basically correct in claiming that man is an innately aggressive 

animal? 

Ardrey claims that war is both the ultimate manifestation 

of man's aggression and the most complete method of satisfaction 

of man's basic needs. Even if he were correct. the number of 

people actually participating (in a fighting capacit;y) in wars is very 

small and in the era of 'push-button' wars will no doubt decrease 

even further. In a nuclear war there would be very few fighting 

participants. Ardrey does consider the effect of wars on non-fighters 

whose needs presumably remain unsatisfied but since these non-

fighters are traditionally women their reaction hardly matters: 

A certain local anxie1;y may be generated, the 
anxiet;y of mothers and wives. But it is a small 
force as compared to the anxiety of losing the 
war itself. 2'1 

In al\Y case, as well as the frequent necessit;y for conscription 

and extensive propaganda to drum up support for wars, there appears 

to be a deal of evidence that a large proportion of men do not enjoy 

2'1 
Robert Ardrey, Ope cit., p. 336. 
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nghtin~. 28 ~leither Lore:lz nor .'~rjrey successfully shows that 

in c:)untries where war is not regularly 'enj':>.feJ' other alternative 

outre Ls exist. 

It is har.l to argue against the cLaun that man is an aggressive 

animal. What is at is~ue is whe~her or !10t. this atigression is 

in~te. inevitable. LO,renz ~nJ :1.rJrey both argue that a~gression 

is preuonlinanUy Lnterspecific -- apart from pr~Jatory species, 

other species behave aggressively to members oi their own kind. 

But as Erich Fromm points out there is sonle doubt about this beini 

helpful in explaining hwr.1an fighting. HUl1,an beings seem to be able 

to convince thenlseLves that the enemy is not only' .Ufferent', '[oreign' 

but almost a JHfdrenl species. This is lru\! n:>t only of the attitu,je 

of the ~~d.zis but also of .:n1ericans in Viet."lan~ anJ ev\?n of Irish 

_Prote~tants an·j Irish Catholics lighting each other. 

Lorenz anJ , rJrey both try LO show that H~hting in animals 

is normal, natural anll beneficial, but enlarge.l to encompass human 

aggression the argument won't work. 1.orenz Jr.aintains that: 

a state of equilibrium ••• endurable by both species 29 

29 
This is illustratej in the techniques which 

are often usei.! to mi;> up batred before a solJier 
goes in to battle an:1 in the fact that numbers ot 
solJiers flatly refuse to Jo battle or go in to fight 
un:itHO the influence of :irugs or alc'lhol. (The 
Vietnam war provlJeJ mal\)' exam~les ot these) 

29 KonraJ Lorenz. 000 cit •• p. 1 H 
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will always exist between predator and prey ••• 
the wbaLing industry would go bankrupt before the 
last whales became extinct. 30 

But unfortuDately. man and bis technology can completely upset 

natural balances. The koala bear bad to be re-introJuced into 

South Australia alter it had become extinct due to large-scale hunting 

anJ killing. Far from beine beneficial. human aures.ion Is more 

often disruptive and destructive. Man: 

••• is, amODi tbe tbousanda of species that figbt. 
the only one in whicb figbtlDg i8 disruptive ••• 
Man.is the only species that -is a mass murderer. 
the only misfit in his own society. 31 

Lorenz's bistorical evidence for the claims 01 innate buman 

agression do not stand up to examination either. Fromm presents 

much collected evidence incompatible with Lorenz's claims about 

tJrimitive man and concluJes: 

3(, 

31 

Lorenz '8 assumption 01 forty thousand years of 
organized warCare is nothing but the old Hobbesian 

/ cUcbe of war as the natural state of man. presented 
as an argument to prove tbe Innateness of human 
aggressiveness. The logic of Lorenz' s assumption is 
that man is aggressive because he was aggressive and 
be ~ aggressive because be !!.. aggressive. 32 

Konrad Lorenz. Op. cit.. p.18 

N. Tinbergen. "On War and Peace in Animals 
and Man". Science. Vol. 150, 1908, p. 1412. 

32 Erich FroDlm, The Anatomy of Human 
Destructiveness. p.40. 
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It is the whole concept of aggression which l.orenz and 

Ardrey contuse. For the sake ot argument, let us say that 

aggressive behaviour in humans has three elements - anger, 

Interterence with others and an attempt to impose tha will or an 

individual or group on other individuals or grou?s. .'low consider 

the three roUowi~ cases: 

.\ is always angrily interfering with others. He is enraged 

at the sight of a smoker .in a Non-Smoking compartment and insists 

that the cigal"ette. be put out immediately. He will physically intervene 

if someone ill Ul-treatins a chilJ or an animal. He angrily sends 

back cold soup in reiitaurants • 

.s is pugna,cious. He frequently gets into tights with people 

by interpreting harmless remarks as insults. He always wants bis 

own way ana will behave violently to get it. 

C enjoys the suttering of others. He is both spiteful anJ 

p~gically cruel to anyone weaker than he. His behaviour can only 

be describe ,j as sadistic. 

Now we might be willing to jescribc ~. '3. anj C as aggressive 

an::l yet the aggression tn each case is very :.Htferent. It would be 

·as~ecially hard to argue of .\ that his a,~gre-;slon was jue to an innate 

aJgr-essiv(! lriv! shar-e i with animals or- that his ag~r-~5~ion was 

conn~cte l with :je(e~ca of territory. ":1 the c,:)n~!'ary. his aggressive 

!'igh~ anj wrong. 
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Fromm's idea that there is more than one sort of human 

aggresion is more plausible than the instictivist account given by 

Ardrey and Lorenz. Fromm claims that: 

We must distinguish in man two entirely different 
kinds of aggression. The first he shares with all 
animals. is a phylogenetically programmed impulse 
to attack (or to nee) when vital interests are threat
ened. This defensive, "benign" aggression is in the 
service of the survival of the individual and the species, 
is biologically adaptive and ceases when the threat has 
ceased to exist. The other 1i}rpe "malignant" aggression 
i. e. cruelty and destructiveness, is specific to the 
human species and virtually absent in most mammals. 
it is not phylogenetically programmed and not biolog
ically adapUve: it has no purpose. and its satisfaction 
is lustful. 33 

Ardrey's and Lorenz's views have met with great popular 

34 
success. Perhaps, as Fromm suggests, the popular appeal of the 

arguments comes from the consequent feeling of finally being absolved 

from guilt and from the urgent necessity of changing the world, of 

stopping wars. If man cannot help himself, what is the pOint? 

The fact that there can be no meeting point between Marx and 

Fromm, on the one hand, and Ardrey and Lorenz, on the other, can 

be seen from Ardrey's remark, in The Territorial Imperative: 

33 

34 

We need not brood at the moment about our human 
innovations, for we are merely tracing the evolution 
of a biological institution, speculating as to its 
selective value, and striving to recognise that it is 
not something thought up by man. (pp.199-2(;0) 

Erich Fromm, Ope cit., p. 25. 

It is not true, however, that the ideas have been readily 
accepted by scientists. Man and AggreSSion, (OPe cit.) is a 
collection of essays by academics who criticise Lorenz's and 
Ardrey's views in no uncertain terms. 

I I 
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I have been arguing that nee:.is are normative but have also 

endorseJ Marx's view that nee.Js can be discovered by empirical 

means. Is there a contradiction here? ' tIn I attempting to cross 

the 'is-ought' gap~ 

Firstly, there are only a small number of neeJs that we can 

talk about in a value lz:ee way. If we were to discuss hunlan beings 

simply as living organisms, we could draw up a list ot nutrients 

necessary to keep someone alive. But even here, once we begin 

to elaborate and set goals beyond simply staying alive, we are 

involvej in all sorts ot normative claims in deciding, tor example, 

what is nee:1ed to keep someone in gooj health. 

F"r any account of basic neeJs, or inJeeJ for any account 

of nee:.ls beyonJ a small restricted area of physical nee:.ls, we are 

involved in .normative moves from the beginning. Only someone 

who accepts the value of happiness, self- development, sanity, 

will accept Fromm's list ot basic neejs. To someone who believed 

that destructiveness, cruelty and pain were the aims ot hwr.an 

e.:istence, neither IVlarx's nor Fromm's account would have any 

appeal. In formulating any account of nee:is. some expectation ot 

others sharing slreilar normative beliefs is there from the 'start. 

If what I have saU is true what se!1sa is there in talking of 

.the importance and relevance of empirical invest.igation in need 

talk~ ~urelf neejs, then, are solely the concern of the philosopher? 

Human neejs are not talked about only by philo90?hers. True, 

the way in which needs as such are .Jiscussej by scientists is often 

II 
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quite Jiffcrcnt. .i.vlcCloskey suggests that there are two quite 

separate concepts of neeJs : 

••• the concept of needs with which I am concerned 
here is not that from which most nee::is talk in social 
philosophy and the social sciences is derived, that 
of the biological sciences, where we can talk in a 
value free way about the needs of the influenza virus, 
a cancer cell, or of a person's tape worm, but of 
needs as they arise and are discussed in normative 
sciences such as sociology, political science, and to 
a significant degree, psychology, as well as in moral 
and political philosophy. 35 

Firstly, it is not clear what McCloskey means by 'social 

philosophy' and the 'social sciences' as distinct from sociology, 

political science and political and moral philosophy. In any case, 

I would have thought that very few cases of human needs would be 

comparable to the needs of a tape worm. Once we begin talking of 

human beings in any way other than as organic entities with certain 

minimal survival needs, we are involved in normative considerations. 

McCloskey's distinction is not of much use when we consider that 

the areas of pure fact or pure value in need talk are very small, 

most needs falling in to the 'grey' area where both empirical and 

normative considerations are relevant. 

It seems to me that in psychology this inability to categorize 

needs as empirical or normative is most marked. The psychologist 

35 H. J. lV!cCloskey, "Human Needs, Rights 
and Political Values," Op. cit., p. 12. 
[my emphasis1 
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obset"ves and reports on the way people behave, talk, think and 

often probes beyonJ external signs attempting to .discover what 

the subconscious has to reveal. In sorr,e cases it is extremely 

difticult to tell where the dividing Une between organic and psycho-

somatic explanations tor either organic symptoms or neurotic 

behaviour cmr.es. Although there are some needs which are 

physical and some which are solely psychological, in the effects 

of their non-fulfilment, it is not always easy to separate them. 

There are very tew cases where a hu~an being can be assessed 

as·a simple organism lacking a simple chemical the addition or 

which will satisfy a need. 

Paul TayLor claims that social scientists and psychologists 

" I b f" 36 make need statements as con irma Ie matters 0 fact • 

But rr:any writers· are aware of the-normative ju:lgements which are 

constantly involvej in psychology and the social sciences. Consider 

the following quotations~ 

The eJucational psychologist behaves as if he kn~ws 
what is good for the chUl. The psychotherajJist behaves 
as if he kn~ws what is goo.l for t~e patient. The occu~
ational psychologist conducts himself as though he knows 
what is gooJ for the workers. . .nj so ill fact they .10. 
When they say, as they oiten do when challenged on the 
point, that their science is not concerneJ with values, 
they are, it would seem mereLy being inconsistent. 
This inconsistency is not peculiar to ap~lieJ ~)sychology. 

33 Paul V·. Taylor, ". 'leeJI Statements, .. 
C)p. ci t.. p. 111 
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Many of the most general of the theoretical concepts of 
psychology are evaluative. 'ndJusted' is cov~rtly eval
uative. So is 'integration'. So, too, is 'co-ordination'. 
Eo, even, is the concept of a 'learned response'. nll 
these concepts require to be defined in terms of adaptation 
to an end, or of fitness for a purpose. Each of these 
concepts involves a reference to a 'goal' or purpose; and 
in most cases the purpose is one which the psychologist 
im plic i tly e ndor se s. 3 '7 

What is now at stake are the needs themselves. At this 
stage, the question is no longer: how can the individual 
satisfy his own needs without hurting others, but rather: 
how can he satisfy his needs without hurting himself, with
out reproducing, through his aspirations and satisfactions, 
his dependence on an exploitative apparatus which, in sat
isfying his needs, perpetuates his servitude? 38 

The proletarian, for example, who like every other person 
is called upon to satisfy his needs and who is not in a 
position to satisfy even the needs that he has in common 
with other people, whom the necessity to work a 14-hour 
day debases to the level of a beast ot burden, whom compet
ition degrades to a mere thing ••• this proletarian if only 
lor these reasons is contronted with the real task ot revol
utionizing his conditions. 39 

The task for the socialist theoreticians is to study the 
nature of human needs; to find criteria tor the distinction 
between genuine human needs, the satisfaction of which 
makes man more alive and sensitive, and synthetic 
needs created by capitalism, which tend to weaken man, 
to make him more passive and bored, a slave to his 
greed lor thing s. 40 

37 C. A. Mace, "Homeostasis, Needs and Values, " 
British Journal of Psychology. p.201. 

38 
Herbert Marcuse, 1\.n Essay on Liberation, p. 4. 

39 
K. Marx and F. Engels. The German Ideology, p.319. 

40 
Erich Fromm, "Human Psycho-analysis and Marx's 

Theory," Socialist Humanism, edited by Erich Fromm, 
p. 238. 
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There are at least Borne social scientists and psychologists, 

who, when they make nee\! statements would be concerned to 

prescribe or recomnlend ~ourses of action; they are not making 

the statements as 'confirmable matter of lac,t'. Marx uses facts 

as the basis for his theories but he, nevertheless, recommends 

courses of action to bring about a more humane society which takes 

account of men's needs. Fromm. who holds that insanity is related 

to non-fulfilment ot needs. and neuroses to unsatisfactory need 

. 41 -
fulfIlment, would agree that part of the therapist's task is to 

create conditions where needs can be satisfied or can be seen to be 

satisfied. 

It is in fact Jifticult to conceive of a critical analysis (philos-

ophical, psychological or political) baseJ on, or at least partly 

concerned with an analysis ot needs, which n:ade no reference to 

alternatives or change. Most psychiatrists, psycho-analysts and 

social scientists are concerned with some sort of change on either 

ao individual or a social level and they believe that the state ot 

affairs they advocate or attempt to bring about is better than the 

existing one and that hopefully others will see this if they are put 

in possession ot the facts and arguments. 

What the psychologist. philosopher or social scientist Is doing 

41 
I have pointej out that Frolnm is, however. open 

to the objection that at tin.es he ~akes this connection 
~ne of jefinition - that is, insanity can be definej in 
terms of non-lulfilment of nee js. See Cha~ter Two. p. :14. 
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when he makes a statement about hU~jan nee.Js is p-rescrlblng 

the fulfilment of such needs. Therapy (be it mental. moral or 

social) involves change and the therapist believes the changes he 

advocates are an improvement on a situation which he believes to 

be wrong. 

Whilst empir:ical investigations, including patient case-

histories, surveys and so on, are a necessary part ot discovering 

human needs, it must be remembered that there is also a normative 

element in need talk. Needs bridge the gap between ~mpirlcal and 

normative issues. (Later I shall look at what sort ot logIcal bridge 

this is.) 

Obligations for neeJ fulfilment 

I wish now to look at the claim that neejs involve obligations 

for fulfilment on the part o! other individuals and governments. 

\\:hen we assert that someone has a neel.!, there is a general 

expectation that the need should be fulfilled. There is something 

very odd about claiming that a need exists but denying that it shouU 

be fulfilled: 

It is indeed true that 'children need to be loved but they 
ought not to have this need fulfilled' is not self-contrad
ictory. but it is logically odd. We balk at such a sentence. 
\Ve do not understand without some special context what 
it means to say I 'I'houih tney need love. they ~ not 
to have it.' It's too mucn like saying 'It's wrong, but I 
dontt think iU., wrong. I No doubt a use could be supplied, 
as a use could be supplied for 'He bas an unconscious 
toothache'. but as it stands it doesn't have one. In other 
words. we do not understand what it means to assert taat 

i I 
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such an utterance is a ~ utterance. We can't. 
in such a context. assert that someone needs some
thing and still assert that he ought not to have it. 
unleaa we can show that contrary to our usual expect
a tiona bis having it would harm him or others or stunt 
his development or clash with some more fundamental 
moral Clainl. 42 

We can. bowever, imagine cases wbers a need could be said 

to exiat but wbere the Deed should DOt be fulfilled. It someone said 

"He needs an aspirin, but we oUlbt DOt to give it to blm l
! it would 

be natural to ask "Why DOt? It AD acceptable an ... r would be 

'~ Because he baa a kldaey disease which would be made worse by 

taking of aspirin. It 1. better tor him to suUer some temporary 

pain than to risk bis cbances .of recovery by taking aspirin. n 

Cases like this can be eXplained In terms 01 a confUct of neeJa. 

Tbey are resolved by not tultUl1ng one need in favour of a more 

importanL need. U the pati~nt is to recover, then be may bave to 

endure some pain. 

Normally. we accept that statements ot needs do indicate needs 

which sbould be tUU'illeJ. There is nothing particularly odJ about 

most need statements such that we should ask "Yes, but wby abou!:J 

the neeJ be fulfilled? 0' 

42 Kai :"iielsen, "Morality and N'eeds", tn 
The BU8ine8s ot Reason, eJ. J. J. Macintosh 
and S. Coval (London: HouUedge and Kegan 
Paul, 19a9~, p.193. 
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I have alreaJy suggesteJ that ~eejs relate to human gools. 

This implicit appeal to values like happiness. sanity. self-JeveloiJment 

is understood in most need stateruents an·j they 60 unchallengej. But 

what sort of logical connection exists between a statement asserting 

the existence of a nee:i and a statement advocating its fulfilment'? 

~ielsen makes a point frequently ignored by the upboldars of the 

IS/ ought barrier when he says: 

there are stronger than contingent connections 
between statements which still are weaker than 
entailments. 43 

Nielsen's .:iescriplion of the relationship between 'need' and 'ought' 

statements fits in with my clainl that there is a normative elenlent in 

most neeJ statements. In the arguments I have put. no attempt has been 

n.a1e to cross the is/ ought barrier. .\s neej statements are not 1-00~~ 

descriptive but have both factual an:.! norma-Uve elements. anyone 

who accept!; the initial reLating of need fulfiLn.ent to hunlan gools will 

accept the conclusion. In other words. so long as someOlle accepts 

that the fulfilment of human needs relates to the attainment of moral 

goods such as happiness. sanity and intellectual development. the 

conclusion that needs ought to be fulfilled will be accepteJ. 

~ut'posing someone were to say I'm still not convinceJ. You 

tell me that chil·jren need education. but why ought we to provide 

43 
J:.ai ."lielsen, Jr- cit •• p. lU4. 
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them with it?" To this we might answer ;-'''-e11, in our society 

some sort of formal education is necessary lor happiness, sell-

development. social relationships and creative work. II 

Our questioner might reply, "Yes. but why are happiness. selt-

development. social relationships and creative work needeJ?" 

There must be some UmU to this chain ot questioning. Somewhere 

along the line we can go no further back. there are no higber values 

to whlch we may appeal. When we reach tbe question "Why ~e 

moral? II we cannot find an answer whicb is not question-begging. 

Any answer will attach moral worth or value to something else 

(rationality for example) ~hich shows why being moral is valuable. 

There must come-a point where we realise that we are no longer 

even interpreting the world. in any meaningful way, let alone 

trying to change it. 

Conclusion 

II it is true. as I have argued. that in ~normal circumstances 

the assertion of a need involves the claim that it should be fulfill~ 

then certain obligations lollow tor indiviJuals and tor governments. 

Since human needs are at the heart ot all important human concerns. 

they should be noted and where possibie fullilled by people as In3ividuals 

and as 'speciaUsts', (teachers, psychologists, eDlployers an.i so on). 

Even stronger claims can be maJe on governments: 

••• the only acceptable justification of government, 
which also determines the limits to its legitimate 
authority. is its task of serving human aeeis -

I 

; I' 
- ! 
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serving them better than woulJ be done without any 
government. The only acceptable justification ot 
a particular form of government, which again also 
determines the limits on its legitimate demands on 
the individual's obedience and 10yalf3, is that it 
serves to meet human neeus better than other forms 
ot goverrunent. 44 

Since it is wi thin the struc ture ot a group living toge ther that 

human needs can be most easily fulfilled, concern ·wi th human needs 

should be at the heart of all forms of social organization. 

Although I have accepted Marx·'s and Fromm's arguments 

that a socialist society will better fulfil human needs than does 

capitalism, the question of human needs Is not automatically settled, 

by the advent of socialism. 

AS Marx claimed, no stage will ever be reacheJ wben all needs 

are tulfilleJ. The satislaction ot physical and basic needs will bring 

with it more complex and sophisticated neejs to be lullilled. It is 

clear that a precondition for a better society is recognition of men's 

aeeds: "lone revolution radicale ne peut etre que la revolution de 

" 4S besoins ra;iicaux • The most ODe can hope and work for is the 

nearest approximation to a rational society - that is one in which 

the problems of alientation and neeJ-fulfilment are constantly notej 

44 Christian Bay, "Need,., ~ants and Political 
Legitimacy", Canadian Journal ot Political Science, 
1955, p.241. 

45 ' From Contribution a La critique de La phUos-
ophie ju droit de Hegel, in I La Penee de Karl Marx. 
Sixieme EJition, (Paria: EJitions du Seuil, 1955), 
quoted by Jean-Yves Calvez, p.389. 
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and tackled: lithe problem of alienation is the central problem of 

socialism" 46 and one of the main tasks ot a socialist society is 

to continually meet this problem. 

Marx and Fromm rigbtly stress the importance of buman 

needs in discussing man and society. Both have contributed greatly 

to the empirical discussion of.buman nee~s. Both believe that 

capitalism has been found lacking largely due to its failure to 

fu111l human need.. Both argue for a humane aocie·ty which wUl 

take account of human needs. But be tore arriving at a consistent 

and rational programme of action. a complete account ot buman 

needs must be given. For this tbe sltiUs ilnd techniques of the 

political scientist. economist. psychologist and philosopher are all 

necessary. Only then can a full account of human needs based on a 

concept which is both normative and empirica~ be -given. Only then 

can the programme for action on human needs be drawn up. 

45 
Pedrag Vranicki. "On .~Uenation. II 

Socialist Humanism, ed. Erich Fromm. 
p.3(l4. 
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